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Old photographs: Francisco Ortiz, Carrie Ann Daniels and other strikers on the
line when I met them in 2000….
Hi SJ,
…Speaking of communication, I wanted to ask you about your decision making
process with your film. For me, there were things that immediately resonated
with your references to Lewis Hyde's The Gift, the complexity of your presence
(vocally not visually) and your leading questions for your subjects that
immediately reversed the assumed subject-object relationship. As mentioned,
the exploration of father daughter dynamic in and of itself already was so loaded,
mostly for a woman and a daughter. What I am interested is how you consider
the question of audience when making a piece like this. The work really is so
complex...Do you intend to impact as many people as possible? A selected few,
but deeply? Somewhere in between? Is this even part of your consideration in
production or editing? I've been stuck on this notion of accessibility of
art/theatre/poetry/film before grad school, and now especially. I would love to
get your thoughts, you intelligent, woman, you.

Dear Liza,
To answer your question I feel compelled to tell you a story.
As you might now know from seeing my film, “Sweetface” I once spent
many months drawing innumerable portraits of machinists involved in the
historic twenty-month labor strike at the Williamsburg Domino Sugar
Refinery in 2000. I then used these portraits to design hand-made sugar
packets for their labor union and for other people in my life, equally
tangled up in a dialectic of sweetness and power. Fourteen years later,
when I was finally releasing “Sweetface” I wanted to find the sugar packet
recipients-muses. But where were these people? During production
madness a decade prior I had scribbled their street addresses on small
scraps of paper…
Realizing that I could, at the least, access the Domino Sugar FB page and
make, Pam Colloff, my college roommate happy, I capitulated and finally
joined Facebook community in November 2013.
Six months later – on June 11, 2014 - I received this private message:
My name is Anthony Simon and I'm a documentary filmmaker that just finished a
short about two former Domino Sugar employees. I saw your posting on the
Domino Sugar FB Page and I really wanted to contact you! You mentioned you
had started a project in the early 2000's? Also, one of the workers in my doc
shows us a drawing that was made of him on a packet of sugar. I had assumed it
was something that the company did but maybe it had come from you? Had you
thought of doing that yourself or was it something you had heard was done for
the employees previously?

I wrote Anthony immediately. Twenty-five days later we met in person – at
the first public co-projection of our films, a few blocks away from the
Domino Sugar Refinery.
*

Some twenty years ago I had the opportunity to study film across the
pond. I studied briefly with a now deceased Czech national and novelist,
Arnöst Lustig, a survivor of at least three concentration camps. I asked him
the very same question you have asked me - how much to explain.
He said, “Sah-rah, it is always a problem, how much to explain. You know,
when I was in camp, there was Mengele deciding who goes where. ‘What
is your name,’ he asked when it was my term. I didn’t know how to
respond. My German name is Ernst Lustig – which, translates as “seriously
funny.” If I tell him this name, he might think I am mocking him and he
would send me to the gas…but if I don’t tell him anything, he might also
send me to the gas…so, as you see, it is always a problem, how much to
explain.”
Deflection and obfuscation have been, for many years, and for various
reasons that involve family, history, religion, gender, and all the other
major cultural abstractions, my primary strategies for communication.
Oddly enough my desire to vanish is often met with extreme opposition
by my desire to be visible. From watching your video I wonder if you also
deployed your dual-screen as a way to explore modes of visibility.
On one hand the poet Richard Hugo once wrote, “If you want to
communicate use the telephone.” You use Skype to talk to your father; I
use the telephone to speak with mine – to discuss who is picking up
whom from the airport, how to pronounce the name of the new niece, do I
think I could find so and so’s phone number. But when we want to share
imaginal and the interior spaces? What then? That’s where Art enters,
perhaps. A refuge for expression, Lyotard’s no-man’s land and so forth.
But when I showed my father my film – one in which he actually played a
significant role – he immediately asked me to explain it to him. Did your
father ask you to the do same?
Back to the Czechs for a moment. I spent my Fulbright year at FAMU in
Prague and there I had, as an instructor, Vladimir Skalsky, a
cinematographer. Did you work with him as well? I have this feeling like
you trained at FAMU, too, but maybe I have gone senile. Skalsky was
required to “sign-off” on my script before I went into production. He read

my “script” and said, “Sar-ah, what eez dis? Who can understand deez
story?” I said, “I understand it.” “Sar-ah, unless you are very rich,” he
responded, “you do not make a film for one person.”
For years I have spent many mouthfuls of speech showing my students the
difference between “reader-based” and “writer-based” prose. “Writerbased” prose = inside baseball – you know what you’re talking about, you
can use all the acronyms, pronouns, and pet names that you want…” as
opposed to “Reader-based prose” where you begin with the assumption
that your reader has NO FREAKIN’ CLUE ABOUT WHAT YOU’RE
TALKING ABOUT OR EVEN WHO YOU ARE.
When writing technical manuals I’m all for “reader-based prose” – please
do not assume that I know what the heck an “LGATE120” is before you
tell me how to use it.
But, when making films? The balance is so tricky. I remember feeling very
uncomfortable watching certain formalist films as a graduate student. Did I
say uncomfortable? I mean angry! Those filmmakers who dared produce
films so hermetically sealed that a team of Talmudic scholars would be
hard pressed to decode the meaning. Indulgent! I would say…And, yet,
show me a documentary where a lower-third title identifies a figure
onscreen and I would also snark. YMCA ice cream mixers excluded people
don’t run around wearing name tags in life – why should they in the
cinema? Why eliminate the mystery that makes life so much fun. I mean, if
everyone shook my hand, said, “Hi, my name is Andrew Birch, Forest
Worker,” I think I’d vomit. Or I would just think I was at a party in New
York.
I like magic. I like allowing the viewer’s curiosity to lead her to the
satisfaction of some knowledge down the line…
For example, in “Sweetface” I (now) know that many spectators will
confuse one “character” with another – meaning, they think that say, the
two Semitic men featured in the film are the exact same person. They are
not. I say the guy with glasses is not that guy with glasses – they are two

different guys with glasses. People insist that I am wrong, even though I
not only shot the film but actually dated both of these men and I – and my
dead grandfather – will confirm, they are definitely not the same
men…Had I put in some lower-third burn in “Sam” here and “Ra’anan”
there, surely I would given some viewers less work to do. But isn’t that like
putting a price-tag on a gift? Maybe that’s the wrong metaphor.
I am reminded of my parents’ cairn terrier, J.Paul, who, I’m told, failed
obedience school. Always one leg sticking out. That’s how I feel – there’s
always some part that refuses explication. Tarkovsky used to celebrate the
rough parts of his film. Then and again, he was Tarkovsky. I’m not.
That said, I don’t really want to antagonize people. I grew up in the
Midwest! My name is Sarah Jane! People are already alienated enough on
this planet. I’m all for generosity of spirit – give, give, give. And maybe I
need to be more generous in my art. Maybe that’s why I find painting
more agreeable these days than filmmaking. No one expects me to
explain nothing.
But, Liza, you ask me, “Do you intend to impact as many people as
possible? A selected few, but deeply?”
I used make films as gifts, literally. I would spend a year on a film and give
it to the singular and intended recipient, my tail wagging like a terrier. I
wrote a few essays about this process – one for a journal called Kenning.
Recipient would watch it - and then look at me like I had just handed them
a Sleepy’s mattress mailer. I had to learn this lesson several times. The
film was not a gift for this person – it was a gift for me.
“Sweetface” especially – I was determined to finish and print this film
before my 40th birthday - so determined that I sent out a midnight email
to 600 people asking to contribute funds to the print cost. I’m not exactly
proud of having written this note (and I wrote it in very poor verse, so help
me God), but the ends might have justified the ME.

The day of the screening you attended was Rick’s birthday. We had lunch
with our friends Sigal Ben-David and Les St. Leon. They sent me off with a
book by Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik called Understanding the Lonely
Man of Faith. I know nothing about these authors nor do I know why my
friends had this book in their possession but it suddenly seemed like this
book was EXACTLY the book I needed to read to understand my
experience of my own screening – and to answer the questions you sent
to me. In his textual exegesis Borah explains that Solovetichik divides our
lives into two realms – the working community and the covenantal
community. Language as we know it serves its purpose in the work
community – to communicate “Please pass the ketchup” – fine. But this
same vocabulary, he posits, fails us when we want to share our own
unique self. He proposes that our uniqueness can only be expressed when
we connect to divinity in what he labels the “covenantal community.”
So, then, I might ask you, Liza, do you make your videos for your working
community (are you still working as an art shipper?) or for your covenantal
community? Charles Burnett said he makes film as prayers. Is your art
practice a dialogue between you and the divine – whatever “divine” may
mean to you? I suppose that the divine is, at the least. the quintessential
flow moment named and celebrated by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi - a
moment, he posits, where our activity challenges us just enough to avoid
boredom, but not so much so become anxious…If we want our viewers to
experience the same flow we found in the process of making perhaps we
explain just enough to relieve their potential anxiety (“who is that? I don’t
understand!! how can I understand???”) but not so much that they
become bored…(“…I know, I know, I got it already…”)
You heard former Domino machinist Francisco Ortiz during the postscreening post-mortem say, “Yes, Domino Corporation was my family –
they even made those sugar packets of me they were so good to me!” He
made this proclamation even after he saw my film that showed my hands
making those packets one by one at my kitchen table.” We all believe
what we want to believe, right? And, yes, I maybe Francisco would have
understood the error of his memory if I had written some kind of pedantic

voice-over for my film “My name is Sarah Jane Lapp and here you can see
me making sugar packets as agitprop…”
But, here’s the thing. After Filip Noterdaeme’s post-screening postmortem, the audience disseminated and I found myself surrounded by
many enthusiastic strangers, several of whom did not speak English as a
first language. You know that dorky Landmark audio that the Harvard Exit
plays? “The language of cinema is universal…” A marketing axiom in
action or so it seemed as I listened to a Spaniard talk about her
appreciation of my metaphors….At the end of these discussions my
filmmaker friend Josh Marston approached me with a sly smile. He said, I
told him. He needed to know. I recognized that familiar smile of Josh’s,
but what on earth did he tell to whom? Josh pointed to the outside
garden and said, Les and I told Francisco that the lady who made the
packets was not a Domino corporate worker, but actually the filmmaker
right here in this room…
And sure enough…there was Francisco marching my way, arms out in
front of him, “Oh My God, Oh My God…You are the lady! You are the
lady! I am so sorry…I can’t believe this…I have CRS! “ CRS? I looked at his
arm brace and tried to call up some pathology with those initials.
Francisco smiled and said, “I have Can’t Remember Shit Syndrome.”
Francisco gave me a gift I will not forget - the reminder that a gift may
take many. many years to find its most wanting recipient… or it may find
its way into the hand of someone who says “I did not even know I wanted
this…but I really did. Thank you.”
Attached some photographs for your amusement.
Thanks for writing…
xx
SJL

Sarah Jane Lapp and Francisco Ortiz - unexpected reunion at Uniondocs
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